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Overview 
The current First Coast Model Railroad Society (FCMRS) Faukenville Station HO layout turnout strategy 

consists of using a combination of manual HO scale “ground throw” components and automated 

turnouts driven by “servo style” motors.  The focus of this document is to describe the entire system 

that services the automated turnouts. 

The components and sources, construction, and wiring will be described, as well as a discussion of the 

basic theory of operation with occasional comparisons to the more well known “stall motor” (Tortoise, 

or similar) and the older “twin-solenoid” technologies. 

History 
Previous FCMRS layouts have utilized a variety of turnout throw methods, and until recently, including 

“stall motor” technologies.   

General agreement of the members have pointed the most recent Faukenville Station layout towards 

manual throws with a “smattering” of servo driven turnouts in hard to reach areas.  A more recent drive 

has been to move, in a measured fashion, towards a larger percentage of the layout utilizing servo 

driven turnouts – inaccessible areas first, mainline turnouts next, complex switching areas following, and 

as time and funding permit, the rest of the layout. 

Additionally, three levels of control have been considered –  1) traditional “Panel” operation with a 

physical diagram, control switch, and route illumination;  2) DCC control allowing physical throttles and 

wireless smart devices (phones, tablets) as a control input;  3) LocoNet ™ bidirectional control through a 

JMRI server instance to all control type devices (panels, throttles, phones, tablets, laptops, computer 

automation).  Each was considered on the basis of cost, complexity, learning curve, backwards 

compatibility, and extended functionality.  A cautious choice was selected to start with lowest cost, 

simplest panel style system that could be ramped up to DCC command control (at a small additional 

cost), and converted to a full LocoNet capable system with the least disruption or waste (component 

replacement). 

Unlike other automated turnout technologies in which a simple push-button or toggle switch could 

provide rudimentary control, servo motors are completely lifeless unless a specific, electronically 

generated pulse (or set of pulses) is provided to direct the motor to a particular position.  Therefore, 

every servo must be driven by some form of electronic controller, which in turn is directed by either 

mechanical switches (buttons, toggles), DCC, or LocoNet instructions.  The controller boards must be 

designed for servos, and come in a variety of configurations.  The important considerations are the 

control inputs (see above), and the number of “channels”.  A “channel” is basically the path to control 

one turnout including inputs for a control (panel) switch, and outputs for LED position indicators, and 

the separate output for the servo itself.  In most cases, this is a one-to-one relationship – the exceptions 

would be crossovers, slip switches, and (possibly) three-way switches, in which the relationship may be a 

one-to-two relationship (one control operating two companion turnouts with two individual servos).  Of 

course, with appropriately complex linkages, a single servo could operate two turnouts bringing the 

relationship back (electronically) to a single control, single control channel, and single servo driving two 

turnout throws! 
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A vast number of controllers were considered, from a large group of manufacturers (see appendix).  

Typically, each manufacturer will have a single channel board, two channel board, four channel board, 

and in some cases an eight or twelve channel board.  And, the manufacturer may include panel, DCC, or 

LocoNet capabilities in some, or in alternate configurations of similar boards [a staggering array to 

choose from]. 

An additional issue is the type of control switch used at a physical control panel.  About 50% of the servo 

controller boards are designed to be driven by a SINGLE toggle switch.  The other controller boards can 

be driven by either one or two momentary switches (or momentary toggles), or in a limited few, 

traditional toggle switch or momentary buttons. 

The notorious feature of using a traditional toggle switch is that ONLY ONE control panel can drive any 

one turnout.  In a layout of the size and nature of Faukenville Station, there are a number of instances 

that require a turnout to be controlled (and described) on more than one panel or sub-panel.  This 

would clearly eliminate any controller board design driven by a standard toggle switch.  In some cases, 

there is an additional interface board that can be added, at significant cost, to permit a momentary 

button to be used and translated into the “non-momentary” output of a standard toggle switch.  The 

cost and complexity were found to be to high (pushing the product line from MegapointsControllers 

down from a front runner to third place). 

Discussions also included either “home brew” Arduino (or other micro controller) drives, and “kit built” 

from hobby user groups.  Although there were a number of cost-effective options, the support and 

learning curve were deemed a serious weakness for the skill sets available in our general group of 

hobbyists. 

In the end, products from Team Digital and TamValleyDepot (aka TamValleyRR, Tam, TamValley) were 

front runners, and MegapointsControllers as a close third place.   

Due to what appears to be dwindling component line and support from TeamDigital, TamValley was 

selected, with components that easily added on or interchanged as an upgrade path, along with an easy 

fascia controller design that was compatible with two other manufacturers, AND was easy to replicate 

or expand on using simple discrete components (and readily available circuit diagrams). 

Finally, the decision was focus on the TamValley Octopus III 8 channel controller board for basic panel 

operation.  The Octocoder DCC accessory board, and TamValley’s companion QuadLN-servo 4/8 channel 

controller board provide a strong range for an upgrade path (including the QuadLN-Servo  4 channel 

controller with an available mode to support 8 LocoNet channels).   

It should be noted that TamValley, and several other manufacturers use a common fascia controller 

design that is, in reality “smoke-and-mirrors” – using a control/indicator I/O scheme that would 

traditionally use 6 wires (LED1, LED2, momentary switch – 2+2+2=6) to be operated with only three 

(ground, positive, signal in/out).  The “multiplexing” of the I/O information is relatively easy to resolve – 

using a passive 3 resistor network, or as an active 5 resistor and a transistor circuit – this is done in each 

of the manufacturers available pre-made (or kit) fascia controllers.  However, the manufacturer’s fascia 

controller is both inadequate for custom panels, AND 2-4 times the price to reproduce the function “in 

house” ($3-$6 per fascia control vs. 2LEDs+3Resistors+1Pushbutton+custom PC board ~ $1.50).   
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An eight channel de-multiplexing PC board was designed by FCMRS club member Stuart Shef, and was 

produced in a widely known international PC board fabrication facility (see appendix and external design 

files). 

Components 

 

TamValley Octopus system components (some optional) 

Servo in mount, Octopus III controller, TamValley Fascia control, OctoAligner tool 

Panel Components 

The visible part of the turnout servo control system consists of a set of LEDs (Light 

Emitting Diodes) and some form of control button. 

A number of alternative schemes are available for turnout control: 

1) One push button, two route indicator lamps  

2) One push button, one bi-color indicator lamp 

3) Two push buttons, one bi-color indicator lamp 

4) Two push buttons, two route indicator lamps 

5) One On-Off toggle switch, two route indicators 

6) One On-Off toggle switch, one bi-color route indicators 

7) One (On)-Off-(On) momentary toggle switch, two route indicators 

8) One (On)-Off-(On) momentary toggle switch ,one bi-color route indicators 

9) Multiple push buttons and indicators using a routing matrix scheme 

The route indicators are traditionally selected from common size, shape, and color LEDs.  

However, the choice of color, and how it is utilized is often an intense subject of 

discussion. 

Option #1 was selected using a single normally open (N.O) miniature push button, and a 

pair of green LEDs to indicate normal and diverging routes. 
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Paired crossover turnouts raise the sole exception to the basic standard option #1 by 

including a third amber LED so that the pair of green LEDs are illuminated for each of the 

straight through “normal” paths, and the amber LED is illuminated for the dual diverging 

“crossover” path.  A single push button is still used, but a “Y” cable at the servo 

assemblies permits the normal/diverge instructions to be passed to two servo motors 

(one for each of the two turnouts).  Note that a single servo motor with a complex 

linkage could be substituted for the dual servo motor configuration. 

LEDs 

Many schemes are available to indicate route selection on control panels 

including: 

 Two indicators of the same color (both red, both green, both amber, etc), 

 Two indicators of opposing colors (typically green for through and red for 

diverging, 

 A single bi-color indicator (typically green for through and red for diverging). 

FCMRS has elected to use two, relatively traditional, green 3mm LEDs at each 

turnout location (one for each route – ‘T’hrough and ‘D’iverging) on the control 

panel to indicate the current path.   

The exceptions are crossover configurations and (possibly) three-way turnouts.  

For crossover configurations, two green LEDs indicate both of the  ‘T’hrough 

routes, and a single amber LED on the crossover path indicates a ‘D’iverging 

path on both turnouts. 

The LEDs sourced for the panels are 3mm “cylindrical” 1.8v 20mA 1.8v  30mcd 

(or similar).  The cylindrical style provides a slightly better press fit in the 3/16” 

acrylic panels than a traditional domed LED.  These are available from a limited 

group of electronics suppliers (see appendix) for about $0.03 each 

Momentary Pushbutton 

The panel pushbuttons are simple, normally open, threaded collar, solder tab 

pushbutton switches with black plastic button caps that are readily available 

from many electronics suppliers (see appendix) for about $0.50 each. 
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Essential elements of custom panel single turnout control -- 

one N.O. pushbutton, two LEDs, harness 

Uses a single channel of the ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface board 

 

 

“Off-the-shelf” TamValley manufactured fascia control 

Includes the six-to-three wire conversion on the included PC board 

Cables 

Each turnout (or turnout pair in the case of crossovers) is serviced by a six-wire 

rainbow ribbon cable terminated by a six-pin female DuPont 2.54mm module 

connector (similar to standard hobby industry servo cables). 
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The six-wires represent both leads of each LED and the two leads of the 

momentary pushbutton.  The six-wire cable is terminated at the ShefCo-Tam 

Panel Interface board that converts the signals to a three-wire configuration. 

 

Six wire control panel harness 

The balance of the turnout servo wiring scheme utilizes traditional three-wire 

servo type cables – between the ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface board and the 

servo controller board, and between the servo controller board and the servo 

motors. 

 

Standard three-wire servo cable 

Alternative configurations 

Typically, there is a one-to-one relationship between a single turnout 

represented on a single panel and the actual turnout and servo motor. 

However, two or more turnouts may be controlled by a single panel control 

simply by adding a “Y” cable between a pair of related servo motors (crossover 

configuration).  Of course, with sufficient effort, a single servo motor and a 

complex linkage could be fashioned to operate two turnouts (consider this for 

slip switch configurations). 
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Three-wire “Y” servo cable 

In addition, it is possible to control one turnout from two (or more) panels.  To 

control a single turnout from multiple panels, EACH panel should be connected 

to its own individual channel of a ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface board  -- two 

panels controlling a single turnout would use two channels -- three panels 

controlling a single turnout would use three channels.  The two (or more) 

channels would then be combined with an appropriate “Y” cable between the 

ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface board and a single channel of the servo controller 

board.  Then the single channel motor output of the servo controller would then 

run with a traditional, single wire to a single servo motor (or “Y” with a pair of 

servo motors in the case of a crossover controlled by multiple panels). 

Control Components 

ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface Board 

The ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface Board is a custom product used to convert the 

six-wire panel harness to the three-wire design of many (not all) servo controller 

boards.  The design is based on publicly available information (detailed in the 

instruction manuals) and is similar (but not a copy) of the design used in “off-

the-shelf” pre-fabricated panel fascia control units offered by several servo 

control panel manufacturers.  
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ShefCo-TAM Panel Interface board (unpopulated, populated) 

 

The original ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface board is passive, using only a simple 

resistor matrix, and is limited in its ability to illuminate more than a few LEDs 

per channel.  An active design based on specifications supplied by the 

TamValleyDepot (a.k.a. Tam Valley Railroad) company, utilizing transistor 

amplification, can be developed in the event a more robust solution is necessary 

to support multiple panels. 

Servo Power Supply system 

A power buss is installed on the underside of the upper tier of the layout to 

supply the turnout servo system.  Different servo controller boards, provided by 

various manufacturers, and operating in either “panel only”, DCC, or LocoNet 

configurations MAY have different input power requirements. 

CURRENTLY, the servo power buss is a straight DC design utilized by the 

TamValley family of products.  This is subject to change in the event a systemic 

change is required. 

The buss wires are Blue and White. 

Although calculated to be conservatively high, the TamValley specifications 

suggest that the power supply should be sized to provide 12-15vDC 1A per servo 

controller board PLUS one amp.   For example, to operate six servo controller 

boards, the power supply should be 6+1=7 amps. 
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The power supply input location is located at the back of the layout under the 

lower tier so that it is midway between the legs of the buss wire route. 

Servo Controller Board 

The heart of the turnout system is the servo controller board.  It takes a route 

“demand” via some form of electrical input and provides both the correct pulse 

width control signal to the servo motor AND a signal that can be used to display 

route information on a panel display.  

 In some cases, additional inputs may be DCC or LocoNet signals, and additional 

outputs may be LocoNet signals, turnout point power, and/or interfaces to a 

trackside occupancy or signal system. 

The FCMRS selected the TamValley Octopus III eight channel controller for basic 

panel operation, simplicity, cost, and the capacity to be upgraded to DCC control 

with a simple OctoCoder board DCC add-in component (see appendix). 

 

Octopus III 

 

 

Octopus III with optional OctoCoder DCC add-in 
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The TamValley QuadLN-Servo board is a direct replacement board in the event a 

full LocoNet configuration is desired. 

 

QuadLN-Servo 

Other manufacturers servo boards may be used, and may be direct drop-in or 

require only a simple interface cable (in conjunction with the ShefCo-Tam Panel 

Interface board where necessary).  See appendix for alternate manufacturer 

products. 

 

Simple panel interface cable for TeamDigital SCM4 controller board 

When installing a TamValley Octopus III on the FCMRS, no additional 

programming is necessary – HOWEVER, it is recommended to set the DIP range 

(“shaft swing”) to the maximum provided by the basic controller board pin 

setting. 

Optional Accessory Alignment Adjustment Dongle 

Some servo controller boards MUST be initialized and/or tuned while attached 

and isolated to a DCC programming track system (hand throttle or JMRI 

DecoderPro station). 

Alternatively, some servo controller boards may be used straight from the 

manufacturer and adjusted using DIP (dual inline pin) settings, OR re-tuned 

(with additional functionality) with an accessory tool “dongle”.  The “dongle” is 

a one-time purchase, and is connected via a built-in cable to a specific target 

servo control board.  Adjustments are made via a simple pushbutton interface 

on the dongle and adjustments to swing range, speed, and directionality can be 

programmed into the controller board.  Once the adjustments are made, the 
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dongle is removed and available to be used on any other controller board (of 

the same design) as needed. 

The TamValley family of products use both the DIP setup, and the additional use 

of an accessory tool “dongle” to tune the control boards beyond the basic 

factory settings.  

 

Octo Aligner 

However, it has been determined for the FCMRS requirements, that with an 

appropriately compliant servo mount, and proper control panel design, no 

adjustments via the dongle are necessary.   

 

Turnout Motor 

Servo Motors 

The servo motors are readily available SG90 (aka SG9) 9-gram mini servo motors 

using a pulse width modulation scheme to determine the location of the servo 

shaft (and arm assembly).  It is impossible to operate the servo motors with a 

simple AC or DC power supply – a microprocessor (the servo controller board) 

MUST be used to supply the appropriate pulses to assign the position of the 

servo shaft.  The SG90 is readily available (via internet sources) in small 

quantities for about $1.25 each (see appendix). 
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Each servo motor shaft can “swing” 359 degrees.  However, the servo controller 

board typically limits this (with user available overrides) to between 45 and 180 

degrees (depending on the board, dip pin settings, and internal programming). 

The dark colored wire (black or brown) is “Ground”, the light-colored wire 

(yellow, orange, or white) is “Signal”, and the red wire is “Positive” voltage. 

The application of the motor will determine if the stock settings of the control 

board are appropriate, need to be adjusted, or if some form of spring action is 

to be used to take up any excess motion. 

 

Servo Mount 

Although the FCMRS Falkenville Station layout (circa 2015) was originally conceived to 

employ surface mounted ground throws for each turnout. 

 

Surface Mount Manual Ground Throw 

 

It is now readily apparent that turnout servos will be an improvement. 

An initial phase of turnout servo installations included “one-shot” single channel servo 

control boards (or similar), and trackside servos either mounted adjacent to at surface 

level or just below the roadbed. 

To enhance scenery options, the FCMRS is now turning towards servos mounted under 

the track roadbed. 

“Twin Solenoid” style (default) 

This configuration is similar to methods used to mount older generation “twin 

solenoid” turnout motors.  This utilizes a servo mounted in a custom-made 3D 

mount in which the shaft of the servo is below and parallel to the roadbed IN 

ANY ORIENTATION relative to the actual motion of the turnout points.  

FCMRS_Servo_Belcrank_short_mount_r7.STL
 

A bell-crank transfers the relative motion of the servo shaft to a linkage that 

moves HORIZONTALLY below the roadbed.  The horizontal motion is transferred 

by a vertical pivot to a point either between the rails near the points or outside 

the thru rails alongside the points.  The vertical pivot point linkage is then 

redirected to transfer the horizontal motion to the throw-bar of the turnout 
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point.  The linkage is generally a continuous piece of hard (or spring wire) bent 

into a series of right-angle bends to generally form a “horizontal-vertical-

horizontal” arrangement.   

An enhancement to the basic design includes a tensioning spring to accept 1/8”-

1/4” vertical motion. 

 

Bell-Crank linkage (side-view cut through roadbed and track) 

 

Additionally, this servo mount, has the facility to accept one or more 

microswitch(es) that can be used to supply point power, JMRI position feedback, 

or trackside signaling.  

 

“Tortoise” style #1 -- fulcrum 

An alternative to the “twin solenoid”.  A single length of spring wire is fully 

supported by the servo motor, passing through a fulcrum in the mount prior to 

Ties/Throwbar 

Roadbed 

Sub-roadbed 

Hole through all 

Brass tube 

Spring 

Stiff wire 
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passing through a 3/8” passage in the roadbed drilled directly under the turnout 

throw bar, and aligned to pass vertically through a small hole in the throw bar.  

The servo bell crank motion is parallel, but reversed, to the point motion.  This is 

a simple and efficient linkage, HOWEVER, it is inconvenient, and risky, to drill 

the 3/8” vertical hole under a pre-existing turnout; in addition, the mount must 

be attached to the roadbed very accurately in two dimensions; adjustment is 

difficult and generally requires that the servo motor swing be limited with 

additional programming of the servo controller board.   

 

Tortoise style mount with fulcrum 

 

FCMRS_Servo_mount_r3.STL
 

 

“Tortoise” style #2 – direct 

Similar to the “Tortoise” fulcrum version, this design eliminates the fulcrum and 

replaces it with a direct motion in which the bell crank is perpendicular to the 

point motion.  This uses the SAME 3D mount (same design file) as the “twin 

solenoid” (default) design – only the wire linkage differs. 
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Direct motion “Tortoise” style 

 

FCMRS_Servo_Belcrank_short_mount_r7.STL
 

 

“Surface” style(s) 

Caboose Industries (https://www.cabooseind.com/) ground throws are the 

default standard manual ground throw.  It is recommended that the 

“counterweight” (handle that moves) be painted green on the exposed face for 

through route, and red on the exposed face for the diverging route. 

 

Caboose Industries ground throw 

 

Servos can be surface mounted, or carved into the roadbed adjacent to the 

turnout and use any formed wire linkage as needed.  This solution requires 

significant space (1.5” x 1.5”) adjacent to any turnout, and requires careful 

scenic detailing to blend into the scene.  
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Servo Linkage 

The default solution, when using an under the roadbed servo includes a plastic 

mount that aligns the servo motion to a horizontal, pivoting linkage.  A plastic 

bell-crank on the servo then transfers the relative motion of the servo shaft to a 

linkage that moves HORIZONTALLY below the roadbed.  The horizontal motion is 

transferred by a vertical pivot to a point either between the rails near the points 

or outside the thru rails alongside the points.  The vertical pivot point linkage is 

then redirected to transfer the horizontal motion to the throw-bar of the 

turnout point.  The linkage is generally a continuous piece of hard (or spring 

wire) bent into a series of right-angle bends to generally form a “horizontal-

vertical-horizontal” arrangement.   

An enhancement to the basic design includes a tensioning spring to accept 1/8”-

1/4” vertical motion. 

 

Bell-Crank linkage (side-view cut through roadbed and track) 

 

Alternatively, or additionally, pushrods and Bowden type cables can be adopted 

to transfer the servo motion as needed.  NOTE – all pushrod and cable designs 

must incorporate some form of spring to absorb the forces parallel to the 

direction of cable/rod motion. 

 

Pushrod with “twin coil” mount servo with axial spring (inverted on testbed)

Ties/Throwbar 

Roadbed 

Sub-roadbed 

Hole through all 

Brass tube 

Spring 

Stiff wire 

Servo 

Spring 

Pushrod 
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Cables 

The cables for the system are either: 

 Commercially available three conductor “servo style” rainbow ribbon 

cables with various combinations of male and female “servo style” 

“Dupont” 2.54mm module pins and connector shells.  These may be 

crafted on-site as needed. 

 Custom crafted on site six conductor “servo style” rainbow ribbon 

cables with various combinations of male and female “servo style” 

“Dupont” 2.54mm module pins and connector shells.  If necessary, 

these may be simulated by using two pairs of three conductor cables. 

The three conductor cables connect to the control input (from the ShefCo-TAM 

Panel Interface board supporting custom panel installations, OR from 

commercial off-the-shelf fascia control units) , AND servo output of each 

controller card (terminating at the servo motors). 

The six conductor cables connect between each turnout instance on custom 

panels and the ShefCo-TAM Panel Interface board. 

Construction of custom cables is detailed below. 

 

 

The ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface Board 

Overview 

Both the TamValley Octopus III and QuadLN-Servo controller boards (as well as several 

boards from other manufacturers) utilize a three wire I/O (Input/Output) control 

scheme in which the Input (button press) and Output (route illumination) is shared using 

a common signal wire (multiplex).   

Control panels typically consist of a switch and two LEDs – resulting in six wires that 

must be managed to terminate as three wires at the controller board (ground, positive, 

signal). 

TamValley documentation describes several interface schemes -- most are indicated in 

the Octopus III instructions – with an additional scheme shown in the QuadLN-Servo 

instructions.  All of the schemes are “passive” requiring no transistors or separate power 

supplies – and are approved by TamValley and meet the general need of this class of 

controller board. 

TamValley, and other manufacturers, also provide “off-the-shelf” fascia controller 

assemblies (at considerable cost).  Close examination will reveal that the circuit contains 

several “active component” transistors – certainly not “passive”.  TamValley has 
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provided documentation to the FCMRS for this “active” version of an interface.  The 

difference is only important if more than two or three panels are expected to control a 

single turnout – the transistors are more efficient in de-modulating the signal and 

distributing the limited available current to the LED indicators.  The active circuit is 

attached in the appendix. 

Circuit 

 

Fascia Controller circuit per TamValley documentation 

 

Custom Panel components and TamValley circuit redrawn with interface bounded by 3-

pin and 6-pin connectors 
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Full circuit, incorporating the ShefCo-TAM Panel Interface board (one channel) 

 

Board 

Design 

The ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface board is an interpretation of the resistor/switch 

matrix demodulation scheme as shown in the QuadLN-Servo documentation 

(copied in the appendix).  The design is extended by a factor of eight to mirror 

the eight channels on the Octopus and QuadLN-Servo boards, and contains 

header pins to enable physical and electrical placement between a completed 

control panel and the servo controller board.  
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UNPOPULATED AND POPULATED ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface Board 

Note that the ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface board has eight identical sections – 

each can be cut away at the dividing slot and mounted individually.  In addition, 

a guide is printed on one margin with a complete usage guide, and each header 

pin is marked with an abbreviation of its use. 

The ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface was designed and developed in a popular 

freeware IDE (Integrated Development Environment), DipTrace,  that will work 

on Windows, Mac, and Linux.  The basic freeware version is acceptable: 

https://diptrace.com/downloads/dipfree_en64.exe 

The schematic is somewhat proprietary – not available as a file on the internet – 

but is merely an expanded version of the TamValley diagram.   

TAM_SimpleFascia_Interface8e.dip
 

An additional required step is to lay out the components in an orderly, and 

utilitarian, fashion to meet the needs of FCMRS.  Once the schematic and layout 

is completed, a set of files (8-12 files), called “Gerber Files” are “exported” out 

of the DipTrace IDE, and represent each layer of a printed circuit board including 
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the wires, component location holes, and the silkscreened information used 

during assembly and hookup. 

The exported “Gerber Files” are then zipped into a single file and transported to 

any printed circuit board (PCB) production “house”.  Many PCB production 

houses are available on the internet – both in the U.S. and overseas.  Pricing is 

by the thickness and type of circuit board material, the thickness of the wire 

“traces”, and the area (as measured in square inches) of the final product.  The 

nature of the ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface Board, with eight duplicate circuits, 

adds a very small additional cost due to having to test the eight circuits 

individually before the product passes Quality Assurance.  However, the 

“default” minimum options for a basic, generic board are appropriate for this 

design. 

TAM_PanelInterface8.zip
 

With the panels produced, shipped, and received, it is necessary to populate, 

solder, and test each board.  Three 3 resistors, and both a 3 and 6 pin header 

assembly, are necessary for each of the eight channels.   

The resistors and header parts typically cost $0.01-$0.02 each (in bulk) – so the 

parts cost per channel is $0.12-$0.24, or $1-$2 per board. 

As of November 2019, the cost of 10 boards, each with eight channels, was 

about $77 including international 5-7-day shipping from China.  With the parts 

to populate all the channels, the costs are about $8.70-$9.70 each, or about 

$1.09-$1.21 per channel.   

The control side of the servo turnout control system, including the ShefCo-Tam 

Panel Interface Board cost, along with the two panel LEDs and push button 

assembled on the control panel, and the associated ribbon wire, and connectors 

bring the “per channel” control costs to approximately $3.25-$4.00 (exclusive of 

the controller board, servo motor, and linkages). 

 

Populating 

Prepare the parts to populate all eight channels of a single ShefCo-TAM Panel 

Interface board: 

 8@ 6x Male/Male 2.54mm header pins 

 8@ 3x Male/Male 2.54mm header pins 

 8@ pairs 330 ohm 1/8w resistors (or equivalent) (16 total) 

 8@ 4.7k ohm 1/8w resistors 

To populate the board, take a strip of 2.54mm straight male header pins 

(typically 20-50 in a strip) and break into 6-pin and 3-pin sets at the groove(s) 
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provided.  Insert into the appropriate sections of the PC board (long end up on 

printed side of the board), solder using electrical flux and fine rosin core solder. 

 

 

Parts to assemble the ShefCo-TAM Panel Interface board. 

Custom PC board, Male/Male panel headers, 330 and 4.7k resistors 

 

 

Parts to assemble a single channel of the ShefCo-TAM Panel Interface board. 

Custom PC board, 3x and 6x Male/Male 2.54 mm panel headers, 2@330 and 

1@4.7k resistors  
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Closeup of custom PC board, parts, and silkscreen part locator information on 

the board. 

 

 

Using tool to form right angle leads on resistors 
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Parts prepared to populate a single channel 

 

When populating an entire ShefCo-TAM Panel Interface board, it is handy to 

insert an entire bank of header pins, and using a thin straight bar inserted 

between the pins of all the loose headers, hold the headers with the bar and flip 

the assembly upside down to reveal the pin solder points on the back side 

 

 

Inserting a set of header pins in preparation for soldering, and preparing to flip 

the assemble upside down using a .020” x .5” brass strip to hold all the loose 

headers until soldering is complete 
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Header pins supported by brass strip while rotating to reveal back side 

 

 

Back side of board and header pins ready for soldering 

 

Apply flux and solder all header pins. 

After all of the header pins are soldered, proceed and bend all leads of the 

resistors to prepare for insertion onto the front face of the ShefCo-TAM 

Interface board.   

Prepare a piece of 1/8” x ¼” x 6” stripwood to act as a temporary spacer when 

inserting the resistors into the board. The resistors WILL NOT be inserted fully! 

The resistor values may need to be adjusted in the future and this position 

promotes “piggybacking” an additional resistor to the original, or easy removal 

for replacement with an entirely different value.  The STOCK value of 330 ohms 

is sufficient for one route LED – piggybacking an additional 330-ohm resistor will 
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change the total value to 160 ohms (sufficient for 2 LEDs – crossover or 2nd 

panel installations). 

Insert the appropriate value resistors into the marked locations OVER the 

temporary stripwood spacer. 

 

 

Resistors inserted into PC board with temporary stripwood spacer. 

 

After all of the resistors are inserted, carefully invert the PC board.   

Bend all of the resistor leads to 45 degrees to hold them in place – this can 

easily be performed by using a ruler or brass strip to bend and entire “bank” at 

once – being sure to keep the resistors close to the PC board but separated by 

the temporary stripwood spacer. 
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Bending resistor leads to 45 degrees. 

 

 

Bending a “bank” of resistor leads to 45 degrees. 

 

Apply flux and carefully solder all of the resistor leads. 

 

Soldered resistor leads 

 

Cut the resistor leads with diagonal cutters or a blind “rail nipper” and REMOVE 

the temporary stripwood spacer by gently pulling it through/under the resistors. 
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Noting that each channel of the ShefCo-TAM Panel Interface board usually 

represents one turnout, and each 330-ohm resistor of the pair of 330-ohm 

resistors for each channel typically controls one LED (one “thru” route indicator, 

one “diverted” route indicator).  For channels that will represent the “thru” 

mode of a slip switch (two LEDs illuminated at once), or a single turnout 

represented on two panels, “piggybacking” a second 330-ohm resistor will 

improve the LED brightness of both LEDs. 

 

Piggybacking a resistor (in progress) – extra leads must still be cut off 
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Piggybacked resistor – final configuration 

 

 

Use 

For any servo controller board type that utilizes a three-wire I/O control 

scheme: 

Connect one panel control instance (a single set of one button and its associated 

LEDs) that controls a single turnout or crossover pair, using the control panel’s 

six-pin connector harness, to the six-pin header on the interface board.  

Minimize the length of this connection, or construct and use a CAT3 or CAT5 type 

computer network cable with the correct DuPont connectors at each end. 

Connect the three-pin header (of the same “channel”) to the three-pin I/O 

header of the servo controller board using a cable with female connections at 

both ends, aligning the connector cable ends so that the “Signal” wire (usually 

the light colored, white or yellow) connects to the signal pin on both the 

interface and controller board.  Minimize the length of this connection, or 

construct and use a CAT3 or CAT5 type computer network cable with the correct 

DuPont connectors at each end. 

Connect the servo motor to the servo controller board using any length of 

three-conductor servo ribbon cable terminated with male on one end and 

female on the other end – a “Y” cable may be used to connect to two servo 

motors. 

IF the panel indicator lamps are reversed, reverse the six-wire connector at the 

interface board.  Alternatively, when used with discretion (as this will be a 
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maintenance issue if the board is ever replaced), many servo controller boards 

can be directed to reverse the operation of the servo motor.  In particular, the 

Octopus III can reverse the servo motor operation by using the accessory 

OctoAligner tool.  The QuadLN-Servo and TeamDigital board(s) can reverse the 

servo motor operation using DCC commands via a DCC programming session. 

EVERY channel of the ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface board should service ONLY A 

SINGLE control panel pushbutton.  

IF TWO control panels operate the same turnout, each control should connect 

to their own channel of the ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface board (exploiting two 

channels) and a three-wire “Y” cable should be introduced between those TWO 

CHANNELS and a single channel of the servo controller board. 

 

Mounts and Linkages 

Twin Servo style 

Standard pivot linkage 

 

Standard “Twin Servo” mount, servo motor, plastic bell crank, linkage, and auxillary 

microswitch (two shown) 
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Bell-Crank linkage (side-view cut through roadbed and track) 

 

Pushrod linkage 

 

 

Pushrod with “twin coil” mount servo with axial spring (inverted on testbed)

 

Pivot linkage Template 

For “twin solenoid” type servo (default) installations, a template was developed 

“in-house” to assist in placing the servo motor, locating the screw holes, and 

Servo 

Spring 

Pushrod 

Ties/Throwbar 

Roadbed 

Sub-roadbed 

Hole through all 

Brass tube 

Spring 

Stiff wire 
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suggesting the approximate length of the pivot tube.

 

Note the roadbed thickness dimensions.   

Select a 2mm x .45mm (or similar) pivot tube and prepare it based on the length 

indicated for the roadbed thickness.  Insert the tubing into the prepared 2mm 

pivot hole through the roadbed, extending 0.5” below the underside of the sub-

roadbed (top of the pivot tube should be level with the tops of the turnout ties). 

Carefully determine the natural offset of the servo crank in relationship to the 

pivot tube.  Depending on the handedness of the mount location, AND the 

placement of the servo (and optional microswitch) in the mount, the template 

may be use either “face out” or “face in” (reversed text) in order to orient the 

centerline of the servo axis to the pivot tube.  over the installed pivot tube using 

the “Pivot Shaft Location” hole based on the roadbed thickness.   

Slide the template over the pivot tube on the underside of the sub-roadbed and 

mark the screw mounting holes using the two small circles and the two 

triangular cutouts, and optionally, the Servo Shaft center-line (C/L) using the 

notch and small rectangle cutouts. 
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Tortoise style #1 

 

Tortoise style #1 – with fulcrum 

Tortoise style #2 

 

Tortoise style #2 – direct motion 

Surface style (below grade) 
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Berrett Hills “surface mount” cannister design 

 

 

Custom “surface mount” solution 

 

 

Making Cables 

Types 

Panel  

From panel components to ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface Board. 

6-wire solder ends to 6x1 2.54 mm Female DuPont connectors  

Minimize length between panel components to Servo Controller board. 
Position Color Desc Length(s) End_1 Gender End_2 Gender 

1 Green LED1 minus (short lead) 16” F Solder 

2 Blue LED1 positive (long lead) 16” F Solder 

3 Purple Pushbutton 16” F Solder 

4 Grey Pushbutton 16” F Solder 

5 White LED2 positive (long lead) 16” F Solder 

6 Black LED2 minus (short lead) 16” F Solder 

 

Panel Extension 

Between Panel Connector and ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface board to slightly 

extend for positioning.   

Minimize length between panel components to Servo Controller board. 

6x1 2.54 mm Female DuPont to 6x1 2.54mm Male DuPont connectors 

 
Position Color Desc Length(s) End_1 Gender End_2 Gender 

1 Green LED1 minus (short lead) 16” F M 

2 Blue LED1 positive (long lead) 16” F M 

3 Purple Pushbutton 16” F M 

4 Grey Pushbutton 16” F M 

5 White LED2 positive (long lead) 16” F M 

6 Black LED2 minus (short lead) 16” F M 
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ShefCo-Tam Interface Panel to Servo Controller 

Between ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface board and Servo Controller board. 

Minimize length between panel components to Servo Controller board. 

3x1 2.54 mm Female DuPont to 3x1 2.54mm Female DuPont connectors. 

 
Position Color Desc Length(s) End_1 Gender End_2 Gender 

1 Black/Brn 

(dark) 

Ground (gnd) 12”-24” F F 

2 Red Positive (+) 12”-24” F F 

3 White/Orange 

(light) 

Signal (sig) 12”-24” F F 

 

Servo Controller to Servo 

Between Servo Controller board and Servo motor(s). 

Maximum length may exceed 20 feet depending on wire gauge. 

3x1 2.54 mm Female DuPont to 3x1 2.54mm Male DuPont connectors. 

 
Position Color Desc Length(s) End_1 Gender End_2 Gender 

1 Black/Brn 

(dark) 

Ground (gnd) 12”-24” F M 

2 Red Positive (+) 12”-24” F M 

3 White/Orange 

(light) 

Signal (sig) 12”-24” F M 

 

“Y” Servo (or Control) cable 

Between Servo Controller board and two Servo motors, OR between two 

channels from the ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface board that originate at two 

separate panel component instances. 

Maximum length may exceed 20 feet depending on wire gauge. 

3x1 2.54 mm Female DuPont to two sets of 3x1 2.54mm Male DuPont 

connectors. 

 
Position Color Desc Length(s) End_1 Gender End_2 Gender 

1 Black/Brn 

(dark) 

Ground (gnd) 12”-24” F M + M 

2 Red Positive (+) 12”-24” F M + M 

3 White/Orange 

(light) 

Signal (sgl) 12”-24” F M + M 

 

SMC4 adapter cable 

Between Panel Connector and Team Digital SMC4 Servo Controller alternative 

controller board (no ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface board).   

Minimize length between panel components to Servo Controller board. 

6x1 2.54 mm Female DuPont to 2x1 2.54mm Male DuPont connectors and two 

pairs of tinned wire ends. 
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Position Color Desc Length(s) End_1 Gender End_2 Gender 

1 Green LED1 minus (short lead) 16” F Tinned end 

2 Blue LED1 positive (long lead) 16” F Tinned end 

3 Purple Pushbutton 16” F M 

4 Grey Pushbutton 16” F M 

5 White LED2 positive (long lead) 16” F Tinned end 

6 Black LED2 minus (short lead) 16” F Tinned end 

 

 

Tools 

 Razor blade or #11 X-acto (tm) knife 

Used to knick wire prior to stripping ends.   

Used to separate ribbon wire strands. 

 Scissors 

Used to cut DuPont pins from carrier sprue 

 Specialty wire crimping tool (for DuPont 2.54 mm module pins/crimps) 

Used to crimp ribbon wire to DuPont pins/crimps 

IWISS SN-28B Crimping Tool for AWG28-18 Dupont Pins 

 

 Soldering Iron  

Used to tin ends for soldering to panel components or screw-type headers.  

NEVER tin ends of ribbon wire prior to crimped connectors. 

Wire 

Nominal 3 and 6 conductor ribbon wire.  Cost effective supplies of 10/20/30/40 

conductor “rainbow” wire in 5 meter and 10 meter lengths may be reduced to lengths 

of 3 (brown, red, orange) and 6 (green, blue, purple, grey, white, black) ribbon wire for 

control side and motor side connections.  See Appendix for sources. 

Commercially made 3 conductor servo cables M-F, F-F, “Y” may be used.  Pairs of 3 

conductor cables may be substituted for the custom 6 conductor Panel type harness 

(with a reduced level of functional sophistication). 

Connectors 

2.54mm Pitch Single Row Pin Headers, Connector Housing Female, Male/Female Pin 

Connectors. 

 

Template 

Prepare a template per the photo used in the preparation of any ribbon cable to 

accept 2.54mm DuPont crimps/pins.  The critical dimensions (1 5/16” total) are: 

 1/8” strip, 

 3/16” tool depth gauge, 

 1.0” separate wire strands 
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Method 

Lay a ribbon cable over the temple and mark the three key points (strip, depth, 

separate). 

 

 

Lightly nick the ribbon wire on both sides with a razor or X-acto (tm) blade – do not 

sever the very fine wire strands. 
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Separate the individual ribbon wires back to the mark indicated.  DO NOT STRIP the 

wire. 
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Fan the ribbon cable, but do not strip. 

 

 

Cut a sufficient number of DuPont crimp/pins using scissors – there is a “best” strategy 

to place the support sprue against one blade of the scissors, and the underside of the 

row of crimps against the other blade in a way that the crimp “wings” (points that will 

be bent” face AWAY from the scissor blade cutting surface. 
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The crimping tool must be used with extreme care and diligence – alternate methods 

will produce a poor crimp or none at all.  The tool should include a ratchet to permit the 

jaws to hold the crimp pin prior to inserting the wire. 

The tool is best used UPSIDE DOWN to conventional wisdom – for any gauge, there is a 

“U” shaped scoop with a small ridge,  and an inverse “D” shaped punch.  The “U” shaped 

die (scoop) should FACE UP, and the “D” punch should be above.  NOTE that the “U” jaw 

is constructed out of two plates AND EACH IS INTENTIONALLY DIFFERENT (slightly). 

 

Using the 28ga crimp punch and die (typically the outermost location), place a single 

DuPont crimp with the crimp “wings” (points) facing down towards the “U” shaped die.  

The two die plates are different – one is slightly smaller than the other.  

Optional – Clamping the tool in a bench vise may make the operation much easier. 
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Holding the male pin or female pin by the head (the portion that will mate later on), 

centering the head beyond (outside) the smaller die half, drag the connector through 

the tool so that the “wings” snag at the interface between the larger and smaller plate 

halves.   

                       

INCORRECT     CORRECT 

 

IF the “wings” appear to be too wide to comfortably seat in the larger “U” die, slightly 

bend the wind (towards, but not parallel) with your fingers and repeat the placement in 

the tool.  

Once the crimp is “located” in the tool, click the ratchet handle THREE clicks to capture 

the crimp but not crush it. 
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Compare the marks made during the template marking stage with the locations in 

relationship to the tool and the crimp pin. 

      

UNSTRIPPED   ONE WIRE (only) STRIPPED 

Now, strip one ribbon wire using your fingernails at the previously made nicks.  Only 

twist the strands together if they separate during the final steps. 

Insert the single wire VERY CAREFULLY until the “depth” mark so that the striped 

portion NEVER TOUCHES the crimp pin held by the tool or the tool itself.  If any contact 

is made, take the wire out and examine for distorted strands – twist together only if 

necessary. 
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PARTIALLY INSERTED  INSERTED (to depth mark) 

Once fully inserted, fully close the handles of the tool to complete the crimping action.  

The tool is calibrated to make the crimp, and not crush the part – no excess force is 

needed – once the ratchet is fully seated, the tool will release the ratchet and will 

permit the jaws to open.  
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NOTE FINAL POSITION OF DEPTH MARK 

Simply remove the completed connector by lifting it out of the jaws. 
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NOTE DEPTH MARK IN RELATION TO THE CONNECTOR 

   

Finally, the formed crimp must be inserted into a 2.54mm module plastic housing. 

The 2.54mm module plastic housing is “face up” when the large, flat face containing a 

one small square hole and a plastic “tang” (detent finger) for each wire of the ribbon 

cable is facing up.  One end of the connector also has a large square hole for each of the 

ribbon wires, and the other end has a one small hole for each of the ribbon wires that 

will represent the mating point of the final connector assembly.   
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CRIMP (face up)         CONNECTOR AND CRIMP (face up, partially inserted) 

Insert the crimp with the crimp flanges (newly folded wings) “face up” , into a plastic 

housing that is also “face up”.  As the crimp is inserted, the detent tang will lift slightly 

(it can be felt as a raised edge) and will seat flat again when the crimp is fully seated.  

Push the crimp in until it seats with the plastic tang fully seated in the depression within 

the crimp between the electrical mating portion and the newly folded ears.  Make very 

sure that the detent tang is seated (flat) in both the crimp and the plastic connector – 

press the tang in if the process has distorted it, or continue to seat the crimp until the 

detent is “flat” as it was before the crimp was inserted. 

      

FULLY SEATED CRIMP IN PLASTIC CONNECTOR 

The crimps may be removed by lifting the detent tang (plastic finger) with a micro 

screwdriver.  If the crimp does not come out with a very gentle tug, use a spare male 

crimp or a male header pin to push from the mating end while the detent is raised. 
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REMOVING AN INSTALLED CRIMP WIRE 
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Appendix 
 

Compatible Components 

 Berrett Hill Shops fascia controller 

 Tam Valley Depot fascia controller 

 Tam Valley Depot QuadLN-Servo controller 

 Tam Valley Depot (many components) 

 ESU SwitchPilotServo (partial compatibility) 

 TeamDigital SMC4 (partial compatibility) 

 Team Digital (some components partial compatibility) 

 

Comparisons / Guides 

Servo_controller_co
mparison.xls

 

 

Fascia Control Circuit(s) (from TamValley QuadLN and Fascia Documentation) 

 

Transistorized Dual-Color Dual-LED (From TamValley Fascia Documentation) 

 

 

Transistorized Single-Color Dual-LED (From TamValley Fascia Documentation) 
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Original non-transistorized (from TamValley QuadLN Documentation) (implemented in 

ShefCo-Tam Panel Interface board) 

 

 

Modified (ShefCo Tam Interface board) 
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Each ShefCo-Tam Interface PC board contains eight individual resistor network sets.  The momentary 

pushbutton switch and  LED indicators are located on a fabricated panel, the other components (three 

resistors) are modularized with header connections on the custom ShefCo-Tam Interface PC board.   

To ‘reverse’ the indicator patten for installed LEDs on 

panel, reverse J3 when installing on interface board.   

 

 

FCMRS Servo System Schematic 
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Wiring note:  

ALL three wire cables in the servo system contain a “Black” (or dark) ground wire, a “middle” wire 

(usually red), and a “White” (or light, or yellow) signal wire.  ALWAYS note and install the ground (gnd) 

and signal (sig) wires to their respective positions. 

 

Octopus III Option Jumpers Range Setting: 

There is sufficient “spring” and robustness in the FCMRS “twin coil” type 3D servo mount to accept the 

large swing motion of the recommended SG9 (aka SG90) servo motor.  The system is designed to 

provide high point closure forces to enable track voltage to be passed solely by the contact patch of the 

points at the through rails.  Unless otherwise indicated, set the “Range” option jumpers (DIP Pins) Rng1 

and Rng2 to provide “maximum” 55-degree range by setting both to “on” – the connector(s) should 

connect both sets of pins. IF the Option Settings on the controller board are used, ALL eight channels will 

have the same range and a swing of 2-3 seconds. 

An alternative to the controller preset is available, by using the TamValley Octopus Accessory Aligner, to 

set the swing and the speed of each channel independently. 

  

Component note: 

The TamValley QuadLN-Servo 4/8 channel unit can be swapped with the Octopus III  

 

Alternate Control Panel Indicator Harness driven by servo microswitch 

Since the TamValley servo controller boards have a limited output current to drive indicator LEDs (about 

50mA per channel), and some instances require more power (multiple parallel panels and or slip switch 

combinations), one alternative is to implement the transistor amplifier version of the panel drive 

interface, OR implement a mechanically switched and separately powered indicator system (or 

individual channel): 

 

Harness.pdf
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Alternate Indicator Harness 
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Part Sources 

 

SERVO CONTROLLERS: 

 

TamValleyDepot Octopus III 8-Servo Driver – #TVD-OCT030 

https://www.litchfieldstation.com/product/octopus-iii-8-servo-driver/ 

 

 

    -- OR -- 

 

TamValleyDepot QuadLN-S (improved version) Loconet Servo Driver – #TVD-QLN010 

https://www.litchfieldstation.com/product/quadln-s-improved-version-loconet-servo-driver/ 

 

 -- Alternative System – 

TeamDigital  SCM4 

https://www.teamdigital1.com/ 

 

Additional Alternatives (partial compatibility): 

Berrett Hill Shop  

http://www.berretthillshop.com/store/products/ 

 

ESU 

http://www.esu.eu/en/products/former-products/switchpilot-servo/ 

 

MegaPointsControllers 

https://megapointscontrollers.co.uk/ 

 

 

CRIMP TOOL: 
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IWISS SN-28B Crimping Tool for AWG28-18 Dupont Pins 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00OMM4YUY/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o07_s00?ie=UTF8&ps

c=1 

 

 

CRIMPS: 

 

WMYCONGCONG 900 PCS Universal Servo Cable Wire Connector Male Female Crimp Pin Kit for JR Hitec 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B06XJV9S1G/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o06_s02?ie=UTF8&psc=

1 

 

    -- OR --   

 

Hilitchi 635 Pcs 40 Pin 2.54mm Pitch Single Row Pin Headers, Connector Housing Female, Male/Female 

Pin Connector Kit 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B014YTPFT8/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o08_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=

1 

 

 

SERVOS: 

 

TINYOUTH 10PCS SG90 9G Micro Servo Motor Kit for RC Helicopter Airplane Remote Control Fixed Wing 

Helicopter KT Glide Small Robot Manipulator 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07Y1PCBXS/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o01_s01?ie=UTF8&psc=

1 

 

 

SWITCHES: 

 

MXRS SPDT 1NO 1NC 5.5cm Hinge Lever Momentary Push Button Micro Limit Switch AC 5A 125V 250V 3 

Pins 12 Pcs 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07ZVJD1GC/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o01_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=

1 

 

DIYhz Momentary Push Button Switch, 1A 250VAC SPST Mini Pushbutton Switches Normally Open(NO) 

Black Cap - 20pcs 
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https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07BD1MS18/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o01_s01?ie=UTF8&psc

=1 

 

LEDS: 

 

Colored 3mm cylindrical  

https://www.mouser.com/Optoelectronics/LED-Lighting/LED-Emitters/Standard-LEDs-Through-Hole/_/N-

b1bc8?Keyword=led+cylin&FS=True 

 

WIRE: 

 

Pc Accessories - Connectors Pro IDC 40P 1.27mm Pitch Rainbow Color Flat Ribbon Cable for 2.54mm 

Connectors (40P-10FT) 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0762XXV62/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o00_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=

1 

    -- OR -- 

 

Ribbon Cable - 10 Wire (15ft) 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B007R9SQQM/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o08_s00?ie=UTF8&ps

c=1 

 

Sutemribor 30cm Remote Control Y Servo Extension Cable, Male to Female (Pack of 5) 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B0711KNLVS/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o06_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=

1 

 

Karcy 10pcs 100cm Female to Male Servo Extension Cord Cable with 3pin Plug Servo RC Wires 1M 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07BQMS1JV/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o06_s01?ie=UTF8&psc

=1 

 

PIVOT TUBE: 

 

K&S Precision Metals 9820 Round Brass Tube, 2mm O.D. X .45mm Wall Thickness  .044 (1.11mm) I.D. X 

300mm Long, 4 Pieces per Pack, Made in The USA 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B005WPAPS0/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o02_s01?ie=UTF8&psc

=1 
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K&S Precision Metals 9832 Round Brass Tube, 2mm O.D. x .225 Wall Thickness .062 (1.57mm) I.D.  x 

300mm 4 pieces 

https://www.hobbylinc.com/htm/k+s/k+s9832.htm  

 

MUSIC WIRE: 

 

 K&S 

497 .039" (4 pieces per bag) 614121104976 

498 .015" (5 pieces per bag) 614121104983 

499 .020" (5 pieces per bag) 614121104990 

500 .025" (5 pieces per bag) 614121105003 

501 .032" (4 pieces per bag) 614121105010 

502 .047" (4 pieces per bag) 614121105027 

503 .055" (3 pieces per bag) 614121105034 

 

 

SPRINGS: 

 

Common "retractable ball point pen" spring 

 

-- OR --  

 

10 Pcs Small Compression Springs 20 mm (3/4 in.) Long x 3.7 mm (5/32 in.) OD 

https://www.ebay.com/itm/10-Pcs-Small-Compression-Springs-20-mm-3-4-in-Long-x-3-7-mm-5-32-in-

OD/332909537812?ssPageName=STRK%3AMEBIDX%3AIT&_trksid=p2057872.m2749.l2649 

 

-- OR --  

 

Wholesale Lot of 175 Misprint Ink Pens Ball Point Plastic Retractable Pens 

https://www.ebay.com/itm/Wholesale-Lot-of-175-Misprint-Ink-Pens-Ball-Point-Plastic-Retractable-

Pens/351819506827?_trkparms=aid%3D111001%26algo%3DREC.SEED%26ao%3D1%26asc%3D225086%2

6meid%3D8725797bbe05424ca2350f2deb961abf%26pid%3D100290%26rk%3D2%26rkt%3D4%26mehot
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%3Dpp%26sd%3D332909537812%26itm%3D351819506827%26pmt%3D1%26noa%3D1%26pg%3D20607

78&_trksid=p2060778.c100290.m3507 

 

 

MISC:  

(not mandatory for Servo installations but may be handy for track work, busses, linkages) 

 

Morris Products Quick Splice Connector – Red Pre-Insulated Wire Splice Connectors – 22-18 Wire Range – 

Includes Protective Cover – Pack of 25 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B005GDFMFE/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o01_s00?ie=UTF8&psc

=1 

 

Solid Hook Up Wire - 22 Gauge, 100 Foot Spool - Blue (Shade May Vary) by EX ELECTRONIX EXPRESS 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00DRGOUQ4/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o06_s00?ie=UTF8&ps

c=1 

 

Electriduct 1/16" Heat Shrink Tubing 3:1 Ratio Shrinkable Tube Cable Sleeve - 100 Feet (Black) 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B00FL4JNXU/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o01_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=

1 

 

WMYCONGCONG 10 PCS 1.2x260mm Steel Pushrod Parts + 10 PCS Nylon Micro Control Horns 20x11mm 4 

Holes for RC Airplane Plane DIY Parts 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07S1LMBWH/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o06_s02?ie=UTF8&ps

c=1 

 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD FABRICATION: 

Inexpensive PC Board manufacturor (using file 

set  "TAM_SimpleFascia_Interface_Panel8d_build_file_set.zip) : 

 

https://www.pcbway.com/ 

 

NOTE:  This particular file set may not print the full silkscreen guide onto the PC board unless the "Top 

Assembly" file is re-purposed and combined with the "Top Silk" file (at manufacturer or by local software) 

 

Freeware circuit design and PC board layout suite: 

https://www.diptrace.com/ 
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Circuit concept is included on the Octopus III instruction manual and QuadLN full download info sheet 

(TAM Valley Depot web site, with variants available elsewhere.  (See attachments) 

http://tamvalleydepot.com 

 

 


